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ABSTRACT
Even for the stationary airfoils, due to the boundary and shear layer interactions of upper
and lower surface of the airfoils, alternating vortex patterns form and the flow becomes
time dependent. In the current study, the unsteady behavior of the flow around a
symmetric airfoil is considered as incidence angle increases. The flow patterns are
presented for wide range of angles of attack values. The vortex pattern generated is
analyzed numerically for different angles of attack at Re=1000 around NACA 0012
airfoil. At this Reynolds number, the flow is laminar and boundary layers are quite thick.
Flow separation and unsteady vortex shedding is observed even at low angles of attack.
For NACA 0012 airfoil, the unsteady vortex pattern is observed at about 8° angle of
attack for Re=1000. Spectral analysis is performed for angles of attack ranging from 0°
to 90°. It is presented that amplitude spectrum of lift coefficient (Cl) start to shows a peak
at 8° for NACA 0012 and the aerodynamic forces presents oscillatory behavior
afterwards. The effect of angle of attack to wake pattern and instantaneous and mean
aerodynamic coefficients are discussed. The time-averaged streamlines, pressure and
skin friction coefficients are analyzed to observe the vortex formation and separation
from the airfoil upper surface at this low Reynolds number.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the insects fly at Reynolds number of 103-104 and most of the birds fly at Reynolds number of
104 to 105 due to their low speed and small length scales [1, 2]. The Reynolds number for species such
as hummingbirds is Re = O(104), while for smaller insects, such as fruit flies or honeybees, Re =
O(102 – 103) [3]. Flapping wing Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs), which are imitating flights of birds and
insects, have favorable designs for low Reynolds number regime compared to fixed wing MAVs. For
the design and control purpose of MAVs, the understanding of unsteady phenomena of low Reynolds
numbers flows becomes important in last decades [4-6].
The knowledge of unsteady behavior of airfoils at low Reynolds numbers with steady external
conditions will also increase the knowledge of vortex shedding phenomena of flapping airfoils in this
flight regime. The analytical models defined for these flapping motions are most of the time based on
the quasi-steady approaches [7]. In order to understand physical characteristics of a wing in unsteady
motion, it is important to have fundamental knowledge as well on steady condition. Cl-α, Cl-Cd
relations can be used to understand perching, flapping (plunging/pitching) airfoils by considering
effective angle of attack [6].
Ohmi et al. [8-9] have studied both experimentally and numerically vortex formation around an
ellipse and a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillating and translating at Re=1500 to 10000. The experiments are
carried out in a water tank. The wake patterns are classified according to the shedding and development
of vortices as static stall type (being similar to the vortex pattern of a high incidence fixed airfoil),
synchronized shedding type (where leading edge vortices are combined into the co-rotating trailing
edge vortices and then shed downstream in a synchronized way), parallel shedding type (where both
leading edge and trailing edge vortices are shed downstream with trailing edge generating its own
alternating vortices) and vortex superposition type (where leading edge vortices generated superposed
on each other to form a single standing vortex and then detach from the airfoil). By using the same
experimental water tank of Ohmi et al. [9], with a modified traverse and rotational mechanisms,
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Kurtulus et al. [7, 10] have investigated experimentally flow physics around pitching/plunging NACA
0012 airfoil at Re=1000.
Currently in literature, some focus is also given to perching maneuvers at low Reynolds number [11,
12]. The perching maneuver is similar to pitch-up problem, where the angle of attack varies over a large
amplitude [11]. Ol et al. [11] studied at constant pitch rate the flow around flat plate and 10% thick
ellipse at Re=100 and Re= 1000 at an amplitude ranging from 0° to 40°. The understanding of the flow
physics at steady conditions will also increase the knowledge about micro air vehicle applications
including perching, gust response, maneuvering flight and flapping wings in order to control these
MAVs and model the system.
Wakes behind high angle of attack airfoils and bluff bodies are unsteady under most conditions even
at steady external conditions. It is important to understand the physics of flow separation and vortex
formation [13]. With low Reynolds number aerodynamics, the flow is laminar and prone to separate
even under a mild adverse pressure gradient. It should be also noted that the development of coherent
structures in the airfoil wake at low Reynolds numbers is of interest also due to structural vibrations
and noise generation [14]. Aerodynamics of airfoils operated at low Reynolds numbers has recently
also gained an importance for small wind turbine applications. In addition, previous works on low
Reynolds numbers have paid little attention to the flowfield and aerodynamic properties at large angle
of attack [15].
There are very few analysis in literature on unsteadiness of flows around airfoils at low Reynolds
numbers of order 103 with steady free-stream. The flow at these Re numbers is highly nonlinear and
complex viscous phenomena are present.
Different numerical simulations are carried out in steady external conditions by researchers for
Re=O (102– 104) but mainly for low angles of attack ranges.
From Stanford University, Kunz and Kroo [16] use a two-dimensional incompressible NavierStokes solver INS2D which utilizes the artificial compressibility method. Analysis were done at angles
of attack lower than about 10° with Reynolds number ranging from 1000 to 12000 for different
thickness (from 2% to 10 %) and cambered NACA profiles.
Mateescu and Abdo [17] used a pseudo-time integration method using artificial compressibility to
accurately solve the Navier-Stokes equations for Reynolds number ranging from 400 to 6000 at low
angles of attack. Their results are very close to Kunz and Kroo [16] solutions.
Ahuja and Rowley [18] have performed a study on a flat plate at Re=100 for angles of attack ranging
from 0° to 90° and proposed an estimator-based control design procedure using reduced-order models
for flow control of unstable linear systems. They revealed a transition from a stable equilibrium to
periodic vortex shedding as the angle of attack is increased beyond a critical value of α=27° for
Re=100. They have compared the maximum, minimum and mean aerodynamic forces and generated
vortex fields at different angles of attack.
Based on their DNS data, Hoarau et al. [19] calculated the lift and drag coefficients of NACA0012
airfoil at α=20° for different Reynolds numbers of 8x102–1x104. Hoarau et al. [20] showed that two
types of organized modes appears namely von Karman mode for Re below 2000 and shear layer mode
for Reynolds numbers bigger than equal to 2000.
Gopinath et al. [13] investigated NACA 0012 airfoil at α=20° and Re=1000 with their time spectral
approach where they propose a method to compute the time period as part of the solution to the
unsteady problem, in cases where the frequency of unsteadiness is not predefined. Mittal [21] have
performed finite element computation of incompressible flow around NACA 0012 airfoil at Re=103
and Re=5x103 for α=10°. Liu et al. [22] have used finite element method combined with ArbitraryLagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) frame and explicit Characteristic Based Split Scheme (CBS) to study
numerically flows around static and pitching airfoils. They analyzed NACA 0012 static airfoil at
Re=103 for angles of attack less than 30°.
Khalid et al. [23] performed CFD simulations using ANSYS Fluent software and compared their
results with Liu et al. [22] solutions. They concluded that the steady state temporal solutions for lift and
drag contain both odd and even harmonics which indicate the presence of quadratic as well as cubic
nonlinearity in the system. They observed periodic doubling at α=22° which leads to chaos at α=27°.
Suziki et al. [24, 25] developed a hybrid unsteady-flow simulation technique combining direct
numerical simulation (DNS) and particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) and investigated flows past
NACA 0012 airfoil at α=15° for Re=1000 and 1300, then up to Re=104. Huang et al. [26] conducted
an experiment in a water tank using particle tracking flow visualization and particle image velocimetry
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(PIV) methods to analyze vortex evolution on the suction surface of an impulsively starting NACA
0012 wing. Five characteristic vortex evolution regimes are identified depending of on the angle of
attack and Reynolds number, namely attached flow, trailing edge vortex, separation vortex, leading
edge vortex and bluff body effect.
Particle image velocimetry (PIV), laser-doppler anemometry (LDA), and laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) flow visualization measurements were performed around NACA 0012 airfoil in a water tunnel by
Mahbub Alam et al. [15].The work aims to study the near wake of the airfoil and its dependence on Re
and a in the range of Re = 5.3x103–5.1x104 and α = 0°–90°.
Reynolds number effects play a dominant role in the aerodynamics of MAVs and small UAVs. As
the Reynolds number decreases, the overall performance of a lifting body decreases. The recent interest
in the development of flapping wing micro air vehicles has revealed a need for a more thorough
understanding of the aerodynamics of airfoils at low speeds. In response to this need, a study of the lift,
drag, and pitching moment characteristics of NACA 0012 airfoil at low Reynolds number of 1000 are
presented for angles of attack in the range of 0°- 90° using a finite-volume based package program
ANSYS Fluent [27].
The flow structure analysis includes the unsteady and time averaged vortex formation and their
effects on aerodynamic coefficients. The current results are presented to describe the vortex shedding
phenomena at low speed and small length scales for wide range of angles of attack. Analysis of the data
includes comparison of instantaneous and mean aerodynamic forces, mean lift-curve slope, mean
streamline patterns, transition location and Strouhal number.
2. NUMERICAL METHOD
2.1 Governing equations and geometry
The governing equations are Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible, laminar and two dimensional
flow:
(1)
(2)
→

where V is the velocity vector, ρ is the fluid density, p is the pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity.
ANSYS Fluent implements the finite-volume method to solve conservation equations [27]. The
pressure-velocity coupling is done by means of the SIMPLE-type fully implicit algorithm. Pressurevelocity coupling is used with a predictor-corrector pressure scheme. Transient solution has been
approximated using second order implicit method. The solution is second-order accurate in space and
time. The velocity inlet boundary condition is used at the semi-circular region of the outer domain and
pressure outlet is used at the other side of the outer region.
The flow around NACA 0012 airfoil is obtained at Re=1000 steady external conditions. The
thickness distribution of NACA 4 digit airfoils, yt, is found by using Eq. 3 [28, 29].

(3)
where x∈[0 1] and t/c is the maximum thickness to chord ratio, which is in percentage last two digits
of NACA 4 digit airfoils. The far field boundary is located at 15c away from the airfoil. NACA 0012
airfoil is a symmetric airfoil so the thickness distribution is sufficient for the upper and lower surface
definitions.
The angle of attack, defined to be positive in the clockwise direction was varied from 0 to 90° with
an increment step of 1° for α<41° and 10° for 40°<α<90°. The pivot point was at the quarter chord
location (0.25c) from the leading edge of the NACA 0012 airfoil. It should be noted that pitching
moment calculations are performed with respect to this pivot point for the current study.
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2.2 Grid and time refinement studies
Detailed grid and time refinement studies are carried out for two different angles of attack, namely 10°
and 20°. To perform grid refinement studies 3 different meshes are used. A preprocessor is created with
MATLAB program to form a journal file for GAMBIT grid generation software so that the boundary
shapes and number of nodes and elements can be adjusted for all cases with an almost equal accuracy
(numbers of elements, nodal points…). The coarse mesh consists of 150 nodes, medium mesh 300
nodes and fine mesh 500 nodes around the airfoil. Total number of elements in the domain are given in
Table 1. The first cell spacing of the boundary layer has value of 0.002c for coarse and medium meshes
and 0.0015c for fine mesh. The mesh around the airfoil is composed of two parts, namely inner region
and outer region. The inner region above the boundary layer is constructed with a semi-circle having
radius of 1.5c centered at the airfoil c/4 location at the upstream and a rectangular region with width of
1.5c at the downstream of the airfoil. The inner region mesh is unstructured triangular grid. The outer
domain is of C-type structured mesh with 15c radius (Figure 1). With the preprocessor program the
airfoil is rotated for the given angle of attack in the inner region by keeping the outer domain and wake
region fixed with the same structured grid. Grid refinement study is carried out with time increment of
∆t=0.005s. The results are simulated until t=100 s which corresponds to a non-dimensional time of
t*=t.Uinf/c=146 where Uinf=0.146 m/s is the free stream velocity and c=0.01 m is the chord length of
the airfoil. The computational time interval is t*∈[0 146]. It should be noted that in the current paper,
the start-up problem is used as an initial condition for starting the computations, and the paper is
concerned with the solutions after relaxation to steady state or periodic conditions.

Figure 1. Computational domain for medium mesh
Table 1. Computational mesh for NACA 0012 airfoil at α=10° and α=20°

Domain
Coarse mesh
Medium mesh
Fine mesh

Nodes around
airfoil
150
300
500

Total number
of Elements
93915
194961
248168
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From the grid refinement study, it is concluded that the initial start region results almost same
aerodynamic coefficients for all three meshes. However, after t*=12.4, coarse mesh results deviate
slightly form medium and fine mesh solutions and a phase shift occurs throughout the following cycles.
The remaining results are obtained with medium mesh since the difference between fine mesh and
medium mesh in terms of mean aerodynamic forces is less than 0.5 %.
For α=20°, coarse mesh results a phase difference when compared with medium and fine meshes.
However, in this case the deviation starts earlier at time t*=6.2. Its influence is more visible at later time
instances compared to α=10° case.
Similarly a time refinement study is carried out with the medium mesh for time increments (∆t) of
0.01s, 0.005s and 0.0025s. A small phase shift is observed with ∆t=0.01s compared to other two
solutions. It is observed that the results for ∆t=0.005s and 0.0025s are very close to each other. The
rest of the study is performed with time increment of ∆t=0.005s.
The results for grid and time refinement studies are represented for time intervals of t*∈[0 30] and
t*∈[73 80] at α=10° and α=20° in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. It should be noted that in the
current study Cl, Cd and Cm denotes the lift, drag and moment coefficients for the airfoil, respectively.
– –
The corresponding mean values are calculated in the interval of t*∈[73 146] and denoted with Cl, Cd,
–
and Cm.

Figure 2. Grid (left column) and time (right column) refinement studies at t*∈[0 30] and at t*∈[73 80] for
α=10°
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Figure 3. Grid (left column) and time (right column) refinement studies at t*∈[0 30] and at t*∈[73 80] for
α=20°

3. RESULTS
The solutions for different angles of attack are obtained from α=0° to α=90°. The results are obtained
with 1° increments from α=0° to α=41° and with 10° increments from α=40° until 90°. The aim of the
present study is to investigate creation of the unsteadiness due to vortex shedding at Re=1000. The
unsteadiness is created at steady external conditions with fixed incidence angle.
3.1 Mean aerodynamic coefficients
–
Figure 4 presents the mean lift coefficient (Cl) distribution versus angle of attack for NACA 0012 airfoil
along with some published data at Re=1000 calculated by Mittal et al. (1994) at α=10°, Suziki et al.
(2009) at α=15°, Hoarau et al. (2003) at α=20°, and Liu et al. (2012) and Khalid et al. (2012) for α< 30°.
Their results are very close to present solution. In general, present data agrees with their simulations,
thus providing a validation for the current calculations. The mean values for the current study are
obtained in the time interval of t*∈[73 146] in order not to take into account initial computational
effects of the results. The minimum and maximum peak locations of the oscillations in this time interval
are also presented in Figure 4a with bars in addition to the mean values (shown as black circles). The
lift coefficient oscillates between these two peak locations during the time interval of t*∈[73 146].
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(a)

(b)

–
Figure 4. Mean lift coefficient C l and comparison with literature data at Re=1000

The stall of an airfoil is characterized by a rapid drop in the lift coefficient for a small increase in a.
For low Reynolds numbers of order 1000, this drop is not observed rapidly but gradually in the mean
value.
The initial alternating vortex shedding angle of attack is one of the critical angle of attack where
–
oscillations in aerodynamic coefficients starts. This angle is 8° for NACA 0012 airfoil. Cl become almost
–
constant at about α=19°-21° where Clα is almost zero (Figure 6). Stall angle is observed to be at about
α=26° by considering mean values of the lift coefficients. Figure 4a shows the minimum and maximum
amplitude values of the lift coefficient as error bars on the mean values. After 8°, this amplitude is
observed to increase with increasing angle of attack until 27°. Figure 5 also shows the amplitude of Cl
–
–
by presenting (Clmax-Cl) and (Clmin-Cl) for α=0°-90°. The amplitude of Cl is zero until 8°, it increases
until 27°and afterwards decreases until 30°. Then, from 31° to 41°, an increase in the amplitude of the
lift coefficient oscillation is observed. From 50° to 90°, the amplitude of lift coefficient slightly
–
decreases. Beyond the stall angle of attack, mean Cl displays a maximum value at around α =40°. It is
–
also noted that the lift curve slope Clα is equal to π at α=0° which is half of the linearized lift curve
slope of 2π. Then, the curve slope decreases until α=8° where a sudden increase of lift curve slope is
observed afterwards (Figure 6). This figure shows why linear theories cannot be also used for low
Reynolds number cases and correction factors are needed for lift curve slope calculations. It should also
be noted that the curve slope is increasing with the decrease of the thickness of the airfoil as is can be
seen also from the results of Kunz and Kroo [16] at low angles of attack. It should be also noted that,
Cmα negative slope imply that NACA 0012 is statically stable around α=0°.
Figure 7 shows mean aerodynamic coefficients and their oscillation amplitudes for α=0°-90°. As can
be seen from Figure 7, mean (Cl/Cd) increases from 0° until it reaches a maximum value of 2.55 at 11°
angle of attack. Drag coefficient and zero angle of attack is found to be about 0.12 for NACA 0012
airfoil at Re=1000. It is observed that the mean drag coefficient increases as angle of attack increases
–
(Figure 7) until an inflection point at about α=26°. At this point the drag coefficient is about Cd=0.69.
Afterwards, the mean drag coefficient decreases slightly until α=28° to about 0.66 then the increasing
trend of drag continue until α=90° to a value of about 2.8 with a standard deviation of 0.3. It is observed
that the amplitude spectrum of α=27° reveals a dense spectrum of frequencies (see Figure 22a) as is
also observed by Khalid et al. [23]. They have observed periodic doubling at α=22° which leads to
chaos at α=27° [23]. It is also observed that the maximum amplitude of Cl is obtained at α=27° as can
be also seen from Figure 5.At α=29°, the amplitude spectrum of Cl becomes smooth and vortex
shedding pattern turns out to be more ordered.
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Figure 5: Amplitude of Cl

It should also emphasized that about 56% increase in mean drag coefficient is observed between
30.5°-31°. A run is also carried out at 30.5° to understand the effect of this jump. It is understood that
a change of 0.5° will result a vortex and wake pattern change (see Figure 9 and Figure 22b), an increase
in the wake width and consequently resulting a sudden jumps in aerodynamic coefficients.
This increases is also observed in the mean lift coefficient as about 61 % and more dominantly about
120% in the mean pitching moment coefficient about the quarter chord location (Figure 7).
It should be noted that this jump is not due to the grid or time since the finest grid condition and
finest time increment in this study are also applied to angles of attack of 35° and 40° to check grid and
time independency even at high angles of attack. The medium and fine mesh results are very similar as
in the case of 10° and 20° refinement solutions.

–
Figure 6: Slope curves of mean C l and mean (Cl/Cd)
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Figure 7. Mean aerodynamic coefficients for NACA 0012 at Re=1000 for different angles of attack

3.2 Mean and Unsteady vortex pattern
Karman vortex street theory characterizes the important feature of flow past bluff bodies, that is, the
phenomenon of periodic vortex shedding. The vortex structure formed in the flowfield of an airfoil
depends on angle of attack. Below 7°, no alternating vortices are observed on the airfoil and at the wake
of the airfoil. The Karman vortex structure is observed at the wake of the airfoil at about α =8° for
NACA 0012. Figure 8 to Figure 10 show the time-averaged streamlines around the airfoil for angles of
attack ranging from 0° to 90°. Two counter-rotating vortices are observed at the trailing edge of the
airfoil as can be seen from the streamline patterns of α= 5° (Figure 8) which are more clearly visible
at higher angles of attack (see Figure 8, α=6° and α=7°). The trailing edge vortex was also observed
by Huang et al. [22] at α=3°–8°, where the flow on the suction surface separated from the trailing edge,
forming vortices.
The clockwise vortex covers the upper surface of the airfoil as angle of attack increases. It is found
that the separation point moves from trailing edge towards the half of the chord (0.5c) on the upper
surface of the airfoil starting from 0° until 7°. The separation point reaches 0.5c at α=7° as shown also
from the mean skin friction distribution around the airfoil in Figure 11. The separation point moves
toward the leading edge as angle of attack increases from 7° to 15°. The location of separation point on
the upper surface of the airfoil is approximately 0.4c for α=8°, 0.35 c for α=9°, 0.24 c for α=11°, 0.11c
for α=15° and 0.07c for α=19° (Figure 11-Figure 15).
On the upper surface of the airfoil, new counter-clockwise vortex is observed to be generated
approximately at 0.74 c for angles of attack higher than 15°. The initial formation of this bubble can be
observed from the time-averaged streamlines on Figure 8 (2nd column) and also from the mean skin
friction coefficient distribution around the airfoil at α=15° where negative Cf values are coming closer
to zero at about 0.74 c (Figure 15). It is observed that this bubble is moving on the airfoil upper surface
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towards the leading edge as angle of attack increases. For example, at α=19°, the flow separated at the
leading edge of the airfoil (at 0.07c) reattaches at 0.58 chord. The formation of the new
counterclockwise bubble causes this reattachment just behind the mid-chord as can be also observed
from the mean streamline patterns in Figure 8 (α=19°). The bubble length is approximately 0.13c and
the second separation is observed at 0.71c location. The trailing edge vortex in counter-clockwise
direction now causes once more the flow to attach at 0.9c.

Figure 8. Streamlines of mean velocity field for angles of attack (α) below 20° (NACA 0012, Re=1000)
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Figure 9. Streamlines of mean velocity field for angles of attack (α) between 21° and 40° (NACA 0012,
Re=1000)
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Figure 10. Streamlines of mean velocity field for angles of attack (α) between 40° and 90° (NACA 0012,
Re=1000)

Figure 11. Mean skin friction coefficient and separation points on NACA 0012 at α=7°
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Figure 12. Mean skin friction coefficient and separation point on NACA 0012 at α=8°

Figure 13. Mean skin friction coefficient and separation point on NACA 0012 at α=9°

Figure 14. Mean skin friction coefficient and separation points on NACA 0012 at α=11°
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Figure 15. Mean skin friction coefficient and separation point on NACA 0012 at α=15°

Figure 16. Skin friction coefficient and separation points on NACA 0012 at α=19°

A comparison of time-averaged pressure coefficients around the airfoil are presented for angles
between 7°-19° in Figure 17. For α=9°, the mean pressure coefficient distribution increases in
magnitude both on the upper surface and lower surface around the airfoil compared to α=8° (Figure
17). As the separation point moves towards the leading edge from 7° to 19°, the leading edge suction
pressure and trailing edge suction pressures on the upper surface is found to be increasing in magnitude.
Figure 18 shows the viscous drag (Cdv) and pressure drag (Cdp) effects of total mean drag coefficient
at different angles of attack. It is observed that until 8° angle of attack viscous drag is the dominant term
for the drag coefficient. At α=9°, both viscous drag and pressure drag coefficients are almost equal. A
local maximum is also obtained at α=26° at the pressure drag coefficient (as a result at the total drag
coefficient). A sudden drag coefficient increase is also observed at α=31°. The vortex pattern between
30° and 31° shows an abrupt change in the vortex height as shown in Figure 9. Also, there is two new
trailing edge vortices generated at α=31°. This vortex pattern results an abrupt change in pressure
distribution and consequently increases the drag coefficient.
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Figure 17. Mean pressure distribution around NACA 0012 at α=7°, 8°, 9°, 11°, 15° and 19°
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Figure 18. Mean viscous drag (Cdv), mean pressure drag (Cdp) and mean total drag (Cd=Cdv+Cdp)
coefficients for NACA 0012 at different angles of attack

The unsteady aerodynamic coefficients and instantaneous vorticity distribution of NACA 0012
airfoil at Re=1000 are presented for 0°<α< 8° in Figure 19. The analysis shows that the periodic
behaviors of the aerodynamic coefficients are not observed for angles of attack below about 8°.
The two trailing edge vortices that are generated on the upper surface of the airfoil are not shed
downstream of the airfoil for 0°<α≤7°. The aerodynamic coefficients are constant after the
computational starting effects disappears (Figure 19-right column). The vortex shedding pattern is
observed to be constant for angles of attack lower than 8° and alternating at the far downstream of the
airfoil for α=8° (Figure 19-left column). It should be noted that the same phenomena is observed in
Ref. [9] for NACA 0012 airfoil at Re=1000 at α=8°, where it is stated that the unsteady vortex shedding
initiates at this angle of attack. The two counter-rotating vortices generated at the trailing edge of the
airfoil stays attached on the airfoil surface however the streamlines can be observed to be alternating
up and down with time at the wake of the airfoil.
It is also interesting to note that, by Ahuja and Rowley [18] this critical angle of attack at Re=100
for a flat plate is found to be as 26° where periodic vortex shedding starts.
Huang et al. [26] observed five different flows, depending on angle of attack, ranging from 0°-90°
based on the flow visualization performed at Re=1200-2300. The flow at α<3°corresponded to an
attached flow, where the flow was completely attached on the entire upper surface of the airfoil This
result is also observed in the current study even with unsteady streamline patterns during the whole
simulation period. Skin friction coefficient distribution on NACA 0012 below α=3° do not show any
separation point on the upper surface.
In the current study, the shedding phenomena is observed at the farfield of the airfoil at α =8° which
is similar to the results of Huang et al. [26]. They have also found that, α=8° is also alternating vortex
sheet formation angle even at slightly higher Reynolds numbers. The vortices form alternately above
this angle of attack. Above 8°, the alternating vortices are observed just behind the airfoil. As angle of
attack increases to the point where the flow separation is initiated, a shear layer forms near the
separation point. The vortex created by this shear layer is in clockwise direction, however the vortex
created by the shear layer formed from the trailing edge has a counterclockwise direction. These two
shear layers roll up in opposite directions and an alternating wake rollup pattern is obtained [30].
It should be noted that these two shear layers formed on the upper and lower surface boundary layers
are shown to be present at zero angle of attack at Re= 21000 for a modified NACA 0012 airfoil as is
explained in the flow visualization using hydrogen bubble technique by McAlister and Carr in 1978 [30,
31]. Their flow visualization experiments were performed in a water tunnel on a modified NACA 0012
airfoil and they compared steady state cases with airfoil at large amplitude harmonic oscillations in pitch.
Huang et al. [26] concluded that, at α=8–17°, the boundary layer on the upper surface separated
between the leading and trailing edges, forming vortices rolling on the surface, and eventually an
alternate vortex street was established in the wake.
In the current study, it is found that at α=8°, a low amplitude vortex shedding is observed by
investigating the Strouhal number based on the amplitude of the Fast Fourier Transform of the
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instantaneous lift coefficient. However, in the meantime, the alternating vortices are observed behind
the airfoil at the wake (Figure 19). The Strouhal number is defined by Eq. (4).
(4)

where f is the frequency corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the amplitude spectrum of the
instantaneous lift coefficient.
The amplitude spectrum of lift coefficient at 8°, shows a peak at a Strouhal number of 0.876 but at
very low amplitude values. The same Strouhal number is obtained from the amplitude spectrum of drag
coefficient.
It is observed that the moment coefficient at c/4 location becomes unsteady for α=9°. Similarly,
vortex shedding mechanism effect is visible in lift and drag coefficients for this angle of attack. For
lower angles of attack, there is no vortex shedding from the airfoil surface and the aerodynamic
coefficients converges to steady state values after the computational start-up effect of the flowfield.
This transition lead to the sinusoidal oscillation of aerodynamic coefficients. The mean values and
amplitudes of the parameters are increasing with the increase of the angle of attack above α=9°.

Figure 19. Vortex pattern, aerodynamic coefficients and Amplitude spectrum of Cl for NACA 0012 at
α=0°, 5°, 7° and 8°
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Figure 20. Vortex pattern, aerodynamic coefficients and Amplitude spectrum of Cl for NACA 0012 at
α=9°, 10°, 11° and 12°
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Figure 21. Vortex pattern, aerodynamic coefficients and Amplitude spectrum of Cl for NACA 0012 at
α=13°, 14°, 15° and 19°
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At α=15°, a laminar separation bubble is formed at t*=0.7 on the first half of the airfoil. At t*=1.5,
the separation bubble covers almost all the upper surface of the airfoil. At t*=3, the flow is fully
detached from the upper surface of the airfoil. After this time, a new trailing edge vortex is formed.
Vortex pattern change for α=19°. It is observed that Cl/Cd values for α=19° diminishes compared to
lower angles of attack. The vortex pattern is alternating and in the form of a single branch from 19° to
22°. A vortex splitting is observed at 23°angles of attack. This two branch of vortex structure can be
visualized until α=41° for the current study. The vortex shedding of 50° angle of attack and higher
angles of attack becomes ones more alternating with strong vortex structures growing a while close to
the airfoil by forming a bigger vortex structure before shedding to the wake.
In the discussion of mean aerodynamic coefficients, it was stated that the mean drag coefficient has
a local maximum at α=26° and then a very small decrease in drag coefficient was observed different
than overall trend of the drag coefficient which has tendency to increase as angle of attack increases
until α=90°. From the amplitude spectrum of Cl, It is observed that the amplitude spectrum of α=27°
reveals a dense spectrum of frequencies as is also observed by Khalid et al. [19]. The spectrum which
was ordered in amplitude at α=25°, shows period doubling at α=26° and then chaotic vortex shedding
frequencies at α=27° (Figure 22a). At α=29°, the amplitude spectrum of Cl becomes smooth and vortex
shedding pattern turns out to be more ordered (Figure 22b).
It was also discussed that there was a sudden jump in aerodynamic coefficients between 30° and 31°.
The instantaneous vortex pattern is observed to be changed between these two angles as can be
observed from Figure 22b. It is also known that as the width of the wake increases, the drag coefficient
increases. The wake with is increased from 30° to 31° result a sharp increase in the drag. The timeaveraged streamline pattern close to the airfoil was also observed to be changed as seen in Figure 9.
The thickness of the vortex pattern on the upper surface of the airfoil was decreased and vortex pattern
was changed. Trailing edge vortices generated also causes this instantaneous vortex pattern distribution
dissimilar to each other.
In the interval of 31°≤α≤39° vortex shedding pattern is the same and this also results a constant
Strouhal number of about 0.25. At angles of attack higher than 60°, the vortex pattern resembles to bluff
body vortex shedding pattern as can be seen also from Figure 23.
It is noted by Huang et al. [26] that between α=17°-60°, the boundary layer separating from the
leading edge formed vortices, which grew in size as advected downstream. Above α>60°, vortices were
shed from the two edges in an alternate fashion. In the current study, it is found that the frequency
shedding varies very slowly for α≥40° from about St=0.23 to St=0.123 for α=70°, then stays constant
for α=80° and α=90° at this Strouhal number. This constant region of frequency shedding looks similar
to bluff body vortex shedding phenomena as it is observed for example flows around circular or square
cylinders [34-39].
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Figure 23. Vortex pattern, aerodynamic coefficients and Amplitude spectrum for NACA 0012 at α=60°,
70°, 80° and 90°

3.3 Strouhal number
Amplitude spectrum, calculated using FFT algorithm, was determined based on the lift coefficient. The
results are obtained between 73<t*<146 time interval in order to avoid initial computational starting
effects. Strouhal number is obtained from the amplitude spectrum of Cl. The frequency is selected to
be the maximum amplitude in the spectrum. This frequency peak is due to vortex shedding from the
airfoil. Frequency (f) resolution in the spectral analysis was 0.02 Hz. The results are presented with
respect to non-dimensional frequency fc/Uinf. The results are compared with Strouhal numbers obtained
from the lift spectrum by the numerical solution of Mittal et al [21] for α=10° and DNS result of Hoarau
et al. [20] for α=20° at Re=1000. In addition, the solution is also compared at higher angles of attack
with the results of Mahbub Alam et al. [15] at Re=5300 and Re=10500. The trendline of Strouhal
number with respect to angle of attack given in Figure 24 seems to be comparable with the results in
literature at low Reynolds numbers.
The Strouhal number can also be defined with respect to projected chord length (c⋅sinα). This
calculation of Strouhal number based on projected chord is also shown in Figure 24b. The shedding
frequency of the starting critical angle of attack (α=8°) is found to be 0.122 which is almost equal to
the Strouhal number for 90° angle of attack. Similarly, for α=31°, a value of 0.127 is obtained. Strouhal
number of 0.12 based on projected chord is also obtained by Taira and Colonius [32] for wings at low
aspect ratio having periodic vortex shedding. They conclude that when the flow is periodic, the
dominant features are the shedding of the leading- and trailing-edge vortices at a constant frequency of
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0.12 [32, 33]. The Strouhal number based on the projected chord for all angels of attack investigated is
found to be between 0.1-0.2.
There is no a characteristic frequency observed below 8° (as can be seen also from the amplitude
spectrum shown in Figure 19). The maximum Strouhal number is obtained at α=9° with the normalized
vortex shedding frequency St (=f c/Uinf) equal to 0.89 (Figure 24). After this angle of attack, Strouhal
number drops rapidly with a until α=23° where it reaches a value of St=0.45. A slight increase is
observed at α=24°. Then, the peak of the spectrum amplitude shifts to a lower frequency of St=0.23 for
α=25° (about the half of the previous angle of attack’s Strouhal number).

a)

b)

Figure 24. Strouhal number based on amplitude spectrum of Cl

A local peak is observed at α=27° with St=0.37, then the frequency decreases and increases slightly
around St=0.32-0.34 until α=30°. There is a constant vortex shedding interval between 31°≤α≤39°
where Strouhal number is about 0.25. Thereafter, the frequency shedding varies very slowly for α≥40°
from St=0.23 (for α=40° and 41°) to St=0.123 for α=70°. It is denoted that the rapid drop in St is
associated with a rapid retreat in the vortex formation length and a growth in the wake width and
wavelength of K–H (Kelvin-Helmholtz) vortices [15]. Then, the Strouhal number is fixed to 0.123 for
α=80° and α=90°. For angles of attack higher than 70°, the flow behind the airfoil resembles to a bluff
body.
The same numerical simulations are also performed for a thinner airfoil (NACA0002) and
interestingly, it is noted that same Strouhal number of 0.123 is obtained at these angle of attack and
Reynolds number of 1000. It is noted that the shedding frequency for bluff bodies is proportional to the
freestream velocity, and the value of the Strouhal number remains constant if the width between shear
layers remains unchanged [35].
It is concluded that for larger angles of attack, the frequency becomes smaller which implies that the
shedding period of Karman vortices are longer. In literature, it is also denoted that as the shedding
period increases with angle of attack, the more K–H vortices are amalgamated to form one Karman
vortex [15, 36].
It should also be noted that in a previous study carried out by the author [34] with time resolved PIV
measurements at a rate of 1kHz around a square cylinder with Re=4900, the Strouhal number based on
the Cl value is found to be around 0.128 which was in agreement with Bearman and Obasaju [39].
It is obvious that as width of the wake increases, the drag coefficient increases. However, inversely,
it is observed that Strouhal number is decreased with the increase of the wake width. Similar trend is
observed for bluff bodies as circular cylinders who have lower Strouhal numbers with the increase of
the wake width [37] since the bluffer body tends to diverge the flow more, to create a wider wake, and
to have larger drag.
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4. CONCLUSION
The current study investigated the unsteady flowfield around a symmetric airfoil, namely NACA 0012,
for the angle of attack ranges of 0° to 90°. The results are obtained with 1° increments from α=0° to
α=41° and with 10° increments from α=40° until 90°. A good comparison is obtained with results in
literature. The effect of angle of attack to wake pattern and instantaneous and mean aerodynamic
coefficients are discussed.
Spectral analysis is performed for angles of attack ranging from 0 to 90 degrees. It is presented that
amplitude spectrum of Cl coefficient start to shows a peak at 8° for NACA 0012 and the aerodynamic
forces presents oscillatory behavior afterwards. The peak Strouhal number value for the vortex
shedding is obtained at α=9°. There is no a characteristic frequency observed below 8°.
Stall angle is observed to be at about α=26° by considering mean values of the lift coefficients.
Higher than 8°, the amplitude of lift coefficient is observed to increase until it reaches its peak value at
α=27°. Beyond the stall angle of attack, mean Cl displays a maximum value at around α =40°. It is also
noted that the lift curve slope Clα is equal to π at α=0° which is half of the linearized lift curve slope
of 2π. Then, the curve slope decreases until α=8° where a sudden increase of lift curve slope is
observed afterwards. It should be noted that the lift curve slope is function of airfoil thickness [16]. Cmα
is found to be negative around 0°.
Strouhal number is found to be constant between 31°≤α≤39° where Strouhal number is about 0.25.
Strouhal number based of lift coefficient is found to be fixed above 70° to about 0.123. The Strouhal
number based on the projected chord (c·sinα) reveals approximately same values for α=8°
(Stprojected=0.122), α=31° (Stprojected=0.127) and α=90° (Stprojected=0.123). The Strouhal number based
on the projected chord for all angles of attack investigated is found to be between 0.1-0.2.
A vortex splitting is observed at 23° angle of attack. The vortex splitting pattern can be observed
until α=41° for the current study. As width of the wake increases, the drag coefficient increases. The
vortex pattern for α≥50° shows that vortices are amalgamated with time before it is shed to the wake
as a single Karman Vortex.
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